Ting complements crew on AMS installation

The Nobel Prize-winning physicist who led development of the $2 billion Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer thanked and congratulated the Endeavour crew for the instrument's successful installation this morning.

"Thank you very much for the great ride and safe delivery of AMS to the station," said MIT Prof. Sam Ting, the principal investigator for the particle physics detector known as AMS. "Your support and fantastic work has taken us one step closer to realizing the science potential of AMS. With your help, for the next 20 years, AMS on the station will provide us a better understanding of the origins of the universe."

"I was just looking out the window of the orbiter, and AMS looks absolutely fantastic on the truss," said Endeavour commander Mark Kelly.

"It was a great honor for us to have a small piece in the installation of AMS," added pilot Greg Johnson. "What a great project."

http://space.flatoday.net/2011/05/ting-complements-crew-on-ams.html
Speaking from Johnson Space Center in Houston, Ting showed a sense of humor about an hour after AMS was installed, after more than 16 years of work by hundreds of scientists spanning 16 countries.

"For whatever reason, all of you look much better in space," he told the six Endeavour astronauts, inviting them to CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, where AMS operations will be based.

The instrument has been powered on and is functioning properly. It's initial activation and checkout is being run out of the Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala. "I hope together with you, we will try to make a contribution to a better understanding of our universe," said Ting.
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Shuttle Endeavour

Endeavour astronaut Greg Chamitoff has the International Space
officially ending the
9:29 a.m. EDT.

• Endeavour’s heat shield is worrisome to NASA
• Doctor calls Giffords
• Endeavour preps for tile damage
• Endeavour preps for tile damage
• Shuttle Endeavour detector on International Space
• Senate panel hears benefits from space
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Atlantis in VAB

Spectators enjoy Endeavour's launch

Endeavour expects Technicians inside E compartment this afternoon to determine if the shuttle is ready for another launch.

KSC launch pad fall causes a Titusville man's fatal fall at Kennedy Space Center. The Martin County Medical Examiner has ruled it a suicide.

Troubleshooting work get under way. NASA has finished cleaning Endeavour's external fuel tank and burned off any excess fuel for a team of technicians.

LIVE COVERAGE: Live coverage of Endeavour launch of Shuttle Endurance

Shuttle Worse! A storm warning is slowing down a bit,

http://space.flatoday.net/2011/05/ting-complements-crew-on-ams.html
The probability that weather could delay the launch of Endeavour's second flight looks like next Monday is the most likely option after a problem with the launch vehicle was identified.

Endeavour's last launch ended with its final flight, while work continues at Kennedy Space Center to ensure it is ready for the next launch attempt.

Florida Rep. Giffords reported this afternoon that a NASA transport top senior VIPs landed on the Florida space shuttle. Kelly op isn't sure about Endeavour's next launch. Mark Kelly is busy so far today to get the status of the orbiter's health, and expects an update soon.

NASA is revising Endeavour's launch schedule to at least next Sunday due to a faulty electronic system that routes power to the shuttle's systems. The Flame Trench space news and analysis: Ting complements crew on AMS installation.
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neat image. This was a box being towed into Port Canaveral. Boosters are coming in to help Endeavour at Port Kennedy Space Center with Shuttles on Tuesday at 11:42am.
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